Abstract-There is a growing body of attention to importance of document summarization in most NLP tasks. So far, full coverage information, coherence of output sentences and lack of similar sentences (nonredundancy) are the main challenges faced to many experiments in compacted summaries. Although some research has been carried out on compact summaries, there have been few empirical investigations into coherence of output sentences. The aim of this essay is to explore a comprehensive and useful methodology to generate coherent summaries. The methodological approach taken in this study is a mixed method based on most likely n-grams and word2vec algorithm to convert separated sentences into numeric and normalized matrices. This paper attempts to extract statistical properties from numeric matrices. Using a greedy approach, the most relevant sentences to main document subject are selected and placed in the output summary. The proposed greedy method is our backbone algorithm, which utilizes a repeatable algorithm, maximizes two features of conceptual coherence and subject matter diversity in the summary. Suggested approach compares its result to similar model Q_Network and shows the superiority of its algorithm in confronting with long text document.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text summarization is the process of condensing the input text using computer programming into a shorter size and saves much more its main information. Generating a compressed text of original document is an intelligent effort that requires an overview and full comprehension of the main subject matter. Over the past recent decades there has been a dramatic increase in text summarization field. The most important document summarization fields are story summarization, novels, screenplays, information on the internet, patient medical records, voice services for deaf, data retrieval and document sorting. Two important aims of a text summarization are complete coverage of original text important information and the coherence of the output summary. But the output coherence is more important than information completeness. Incomplete information is determined by full awareness of all entire contents of original text. But the lack of coherence is considered at the beginning of review. The lack of summary coherence is not only reducing its readability, but also reduces the reader's trust to summary content and encourage them to overview the original text. As result generating coherent summary is the main concern of the text summarization systems in both local and global coherence. In addition to creating a coherent summary, all of these systems have tried to evaluate their output coherence as far as improve it [1, 2] .
Automatic text summarization is divided into two major sections of extractives and abstracts summarization. Due to algorithms simplicity and lack of engaging with semantic concepts, there are much more studies on extractive summarization. The emphasis of these approaches is determining important sentences and lexical relations between them. Extractive methods are engaging with some criteria such as frequency of words and phrases, position of signs, sentence length and statistical association of sentences word and document title. The total of mentioned criteria produces a weight for each sentence, which determines the degree of sentence significance and its chance to presence in summary text. According to mentioned difficulty, extractive methods have much more incoherence consecutive sentences. To date, most researches have tended to focus on semantic algorithms or linguistic patterns introduced by Halliday [3] . These patterns are also highly dependent on words semantic meaning, and so difficult to implement the algorithms to extract the features.
This study provides a statistical approach based on greedy algorithms to advance our optimized extractive summarization method. Due to word vectors generated by word2vec algorithm, the proposed method provides coherence summaries that they have no dependency on subject and special field. In light of recent events in statistical methods, the proposed method has some advantages. The mentioned method in this paper attempts to shows suggested approach does not engage with words semantic meanings and no dependency on specific field's knowledge. These advantages make the proposed model suitable for high redundancy documents, very close sentences concept texts and long narrative documents.
In this method, at first preprocessing algorithm is taking place on input text. Then the text is partitioned into its main components. In the next step, using the word2vec algorithm, each word is converted into a vector, and each sentence becomes as numerical matrix. Then, using the most likely n-grams in the same text, the matrices of sentences are normalized. Finally, unlike other summarizing methods, without considering lexical meaning and textual concept, the numeric matrices of sentences are scored and the most appropriate and relevant sentences are extracted. In addition to more speed, the most interesting finding of the method is producing higher topic coherence summaries, and creating more optimal output in long documents.
The overall structure of the study takes the form of these sections. The following section of this paper gives a brief overview of the recent history of text summarization and its coherence evaluation. Then focusing on Google word2vec algorithm, all words are converted into numerical vectors. In the next part, concerning with the methodology used for the study and focusing on sentences are converted to numerical matrices and matrices are normalized. At the end of this section proposed greedy algorithm and its criteria is employed to select prominent sentences. The followed section presents the findings of the research, focusing on the proposed system evaluation criteria and the experimental results. Finally, in the end section, conclusion of the proposed approach is presented.
II. RELATED WORKS
The first systematic study of automatic text summarization was reported by Luhn et al. in 1958 [4] . Their preliminary works have attempted to detect and extract important sentences based on their simple revelation features. The most important features that they concern with are sentence position in text, words frequency, and some important keywords related to main subject [4, 5] . Selecting important sentences to generate a summary can be done statistically and semantically. Statistical approaches, however, are easier to implement with have higher speeds, because they do not interfere with semantic concepts. In recent years, researchers have investigated a variety of statistical text summarization approaches. A considerable and most common amount of statistical methods has been published in the field of naive Bayesian classifier [6, 7] . The other most important statistical prominent sentences extraction is LSA algorithm [8] . While LSA algorithm has brought many benefits to document summarization, there have been some shortcomings and recent approaches have mentioned prominent methods to optimize its shortcomings [9] . Applying SVD algorithm on text summarization was first carried out by Gong. Y et al [10] . In their method, input text was inserting into matrix and applying the algorithm to detect and extract important sentences. Steinberger et al suggested an optimized SVD method in far more cost effective, and improved the shortcomings of previous methods [11] . Lexical chains extraction methods were studied at first by Barzilay and Elhadad [12] . One of the most important advantages of lexical chains extraction is the simplicity of identifying their communications in the documents. This method uses the wordnet database to determine the relationship between textual units and creates a conceptual chain link between them. The assigned scores are determined by the number and type of chains links. The final summary consists of sentences that have the strongest chain link.
Some other authors have also mainly been interested in lexical chain sentence extraction. Pourvali et al suggests a method that firstly found the correct concept of each word, and then based on the words concept, a lexical chain was created and sentences were scored [13] . Finally, low score chains were eliminated and the main subject matter is discovered in respect to remaining chains. Santos and Sofia offers a clustering theory for extractive summarization. They put the words into semantic clusters and extracted semantic patterns [14] . Created clusters are hierarchically grouped into a binary tree. They introduced and used LS database in their thesis. In this database words with the same meaning were grouped together and a word can belong to different clusters [4, 15] .
More recently, variety of approaches has emerged to offers effective findings about using graph theories in extractive summarization [16, 17] . In graph based approaches, after initial preprocessing, the sentences are placed as graph nodes and the conceptual relation between sentences forms as its edges. Given the importance linking of two sentences, the relationship has a weight (weighted graph), and each node can communicate with several other nodes (multinational). Text Rank algorithm is one of the most important methods used in graph based text summarization [17] . The algorithm scores to text sentences using unsupervised methods. In another major study, Christensen et al proposed novel G-Flow graph techniques [18] . Parveen and Mesgar draws their attention to name and name phrase entities to provide a new approach [19] . They offer an extractive summarization model based on combination theory of entity-grid [12] and Guinaudeau_Strube graph-based model [20] .
Data mining methods and clustering algorithms have long history and very significant impact on producing optimal summaries [21] . In these methods, different components of text place into clusters. The different components can be words, phrases, sentences, and even Approach paragraphs. These methods provide an exciting opportunity and better performance to advance big data and texts with high number of sentences [9] . Euclidean distance, Cartesian similarity and Cosine similarity are the most common criteria of sentences clustering methods [22] . Some other writers have attempted to propose clustering methods for user-question based document summarization approaches [23, 24, 25] . Kumar and Soumya performed a combination clustering and SVM method to propose coherence extractive summarization system [26] . Fuzzy logic is also implementing to create coherent summaries. In fuzzy approaches, the fuzzy rules and membership functions have a direct impact on the function of the fuzzy system and output summary [27, 28, 29] . Text summarization is an interesting field in medical science and clinical biographies. Moradi and Ghadiri draw a simple Bayesian classifier approach of document summarization in medical fields [30] . This paper proposes a new and different methodology for single document extractive summarization which is a combination of greedy algorithm and statistical methods based on backpack algorithm. The main advantage of proposed method is maximizing two properties of conceptual coherence and thematic diversity of the remaining sentences.
III. GOOGLE WORD2VEC ALGORITHM
In most text processing techniques, each word is represented as a numeric vector. The numerical representation of the text offers benefits such as the possibility of numerical processing and machine learning algorithms [31] . One of the most important approaches of words converting into numeric vectors is word2vec algorithm. This approach was proposed by Google in 2013 and aims to create a vector space for similar words [32] . Word2vec creates a numerical vector for each word based on specific word's features such as its actual meaning in relation to the neighboring text parts, without human intervention. In a simpler say, word2vec offers understanding of the semantic meaning of a word based on its previous presence in a large set of text documents. In many research areas, such as sentiment analysis, similar texts searching, auto-scoring articles, text generating and text simplifying, word2vec is able to generate simpler algorithms and produce more accurate results.
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Generating more coherent summaries, evaluating the coherence of the summary or, if possible, improving it, is one of the biggest concerns of all extractive document summarizations. A summary text should have three features:
 Including the important information of input document  There is no unnecessary and extra information  Consecutive sentences have coherence and thematic relation
This study set out with the aim of extracting related and coherence sentences to generate optimal summary. The greedy and numerical matrix based combined method tried to produces a summary with related sentences and non-extra information in determinable output size. Fig. 3 provides an overview of architecture of proposed method. This study provides new insights into three headings of preprocessing, generating and normalizing numeric matrices of sentences, and greedy algorithm for extracting related and coherent sentences.
A. Text Preprocessing
The first and most important issue in any text processing operation is preparing input text for applying the subsequent algorithms. The initial preprocessing is different according to text type, language, and text processing field. The preprocessing types and the amount of its exploiting rate have huge impact on speed and accuracy of final processing algorithms. Most important preprocessing algorithms are tokenization, stop word removal, stemming and POS tagging. However, their challenges are restricting to a particular filed, having no ability to apply and extend to all areas and languages.
In our proposed method, all sentence components are needed. Therefore, preprocessing algorithms are different from other previous methods. We do not apply stop word removal, stemming and POS tagging. Our reasons for not applying them are as follows:
 Stop words: Sentence matrix is including all word vectors. Stop words have significant effects on sequential sentences coherence. Every word has an important impact on other words and it should not be deleted.  Stemming: There are conceptual differences between each word and its root. There are also differences between each word and its stem vector. Each word has a different meaning in its own form with its own unique suffixes and prefixes. In our proposed approach, word position, its writing form and the word concept have direct effect on output result. Therefore, every word vector created by the word2vec algorithm determines its position in the sentence and its grammatical rule.  POS tagging: It is highlighting the grammatical behavior of every sentences part. Our method is purely statistical and word2vec is generating vectors which have its built-in grammatical behavior. POS tagging is a semantic operation and no need to perform on our input texts.  Do not convert uppercase to lowercase characters: Due to grammatical role and word place in sentence, in most cases, words beginning with uppercase or lowercase have different concepts and also different vectors. As result, they should appear in original writing characters. Our study offers some important insights into other preprocessing methodology and input text normalizing. Fig.1 provides an overview of proposed text preprocessing.
 Separating sentences and words (tokenization):
Firstly, sentences and words are separated using NLTK tokenizer.  Removing extra space characters between words:
It is one of the earliest preprocessing in any text preprocessing, but it has much more importance in our proposed approach.  Insert an empty space between words and the following punctuation mark: In standard texts, there is no distance between any word and its following punctuation mark. When a word is converted into a vector, this mark is superimposed on its word, and the created vector is different. Given that word2vec algorithm generates specific vector for each punctuation mark, and processed it individually.  Uniform accents characters: Accent characters are particular type of characters in different Latin form languages with slight difference in their pronunciation. Usually these characters are borrowed names or words of different languages in the text. In our proposed approach, all these characters are converted into Standard English characters.  Select the closest word vector for words that they are missing in the word2vec database: Although our using word2vec database is a collection of 132400 words and their vectors, but there are possible words in the text that cannot be included in the database. In this case, the vector of word with largest common subclass is selected and placed in the sentence matrix.
B. Converting sentences to matrices and matrices normalizing
Previous published studies are limited to extracting prominent sentences based on some features like keywords, resemblance to text title, sentences location, tag phrases and etc. [33, 34] . In one well-known recent experiment, Lin and Bilmes offer a deep learning word vector algorithm model (Q-Networks method) [35] . The proposed model uses 50-dimensional GloVe vectors generated by Pennington [36] . They have used two vectors to convert the input text to numerical values. The first vector (ConVec) represents meaning of sentences, and the second vector (PosVec) represents sentence position in the text. The present research in this study explores a deep learning vector space like Lin and Bilmes method. But our proposed vectors are 100-dimensional vectors of Google's word2vec model. The novelty of this study is to investigate that instead of sentences importance evaluations, importance consideration are performed on numerical matrices of sentences. Our first steps are applying necessary preprocessing and sentences separating. Then, using word2vec word vectors, each sentence convert to a numerical matrix. Applying the local most likely n-grams, this step, lead to normalized numerical matrices [37] . The meaning of local n-grams is n-grams in the same original text and meaning of global n-grams, n-grams in huge body of the web corpuses. Using local n-grams tend to be more speed and local concept selection whereas global ngrams have a low search speed, enormous database and n-grams with less relatedness to local text. Fig. 2 presents an overview of converting and normalizing sentences to numerical matrices [37] . Approach 
C. Proposed Greedy Algorithm
There have been much more proposed solutions to achieve three main goals in text summarization (completeness of information, coherence of output summary, and non-overlapping of sentences thematic). While some research has been carried out on entity grid based approaches [38] , our study has been proposed a greedy approach based on backpack algorithm and target sampling. The method attempts to maximize two properties of conceptual coherence and sentences subject variation in summary output. Target sampling is one of the most effective algorithms to deal with imbalance numbers data. Because of the imbalances between selective and non-selective sentences, extractive summarization is also deal with imbalance numbers data. In target sampling method, data balancing is done according to removing and adding sentences in summary set.
In this essay, we attempt to defend a simple sampling method [39] . Therefore, according to output capacity, sentences importance degree, non-overlapping, and simple sampling method, the most prominent sentences are selected based on the sub modularity function (1) and placed in the summarized text set [35] .
In this function S is the summary text, L(S) is overlapping rate of extracted sentences and input text, Ɍ(S) is the amount of sentences variety in output summary, and α is a constant coefficient (0 < α < 1). It is a nonzero amount for determining the effect of sentences variety concept and obtained by (3) . The L(S) value is calculated by (2):
Where L(S) stands for minimum summation of sentence similarity with other sentences in the summary text and its similarity to other sentences not included in the summary. Parameter α is also the same previous coefficient value between zero and one (0 < α < 1) that adjusts the effect of the second parameter. The value of R(S) calculates the difference between selected sentence and other not selected sentences in the original text. To calculate R(S), firstly, text sentences are clustered based on their topic. The initial score of each cluster is zero. By selecting each sentence to include in the summary set, an increasing score is given to its cluster. To select a new sentence to put in the summary set, a sentence has more priority that its cluster has les score. In this case, topic variety of selected sentences goes up to the optimum level.
Where L is stands for the number of sentences in cluster k at the end of clustering. In this case, sentences in the smaller clusters have higher priority, because they have a more thematic difference with other sentences.
In equation (4), k is the number of created clusters, p(cluster) i is the cluster score of selected sentence. Fig.3 provides the summary statistical proposed algorithm. Condition A refers to the number of sentences in the summary set that have not reach to predefined threshold of output set. Condition B refers to output summary set capacity which is completed but the algorithm finds a new sentence with merit and ability to insert in the summary set. The following explanation seeks to explain the proposed algorithm:
1. Preprocessing input document and converting sentences into numeric matrices.
2. Determining the length of output summary (the output set capacity and the number of sentences in the summary text).
3. Creating output summary set with initial value of zero sentences.
4. The first sentence (subject sentence) is put into summary set. 5. Comparing next sentences with the subject's sentence (in summary set) according to predefined criteria and threshold level, put into summary set if it is nominated.
6. Repeating step five to satisfy one of two conditions:
 Consider entire original text sentences, the number of sentences in the summary set have not reach to predefined threshold of output set.  Output summary set capacity is completed; the algorithm finds a new sentence with merit and ability to insert in the summary set.
7. First condition: algorithm starts at second stage with lower threshold level.
8. Second condition: Compare score value of newly selected sentence and sentence with the minimum score value in summary set, if the new sentence is higher score, the minimum score sentence in summary set is deleted and new sentence are placed into the end of the summary set.
The proposed algorithm offers some important advantages:
 There is no need to rearrange the sentences order.
Summarized sentences are placed in same place as in the original text.  The summary size is approximately equal to requested or defined percentage.  The sentences in the summary have the highest score level based on scoring criteria. Therefore, the output text has three main conditions of optimal summary given the desired output percentage.  The proposed method provides an optimal response to texts with high number of sentences.
D. Sentences selecting criteria
In order to selecting important and more related sentences, Cosine Similarity and Euclidean Distance are conducted. Due to converting sentences to numerical matrices, the matrices of sequences sentences are compared and detached in order to put in the summary set. In Cosine Similarity, A and B are two compared matrices and n is the number of matrix components:
In Euclidean distance equation (6), n is also the number of matrix components, p is the first sentence matrix and q the matrix of the compared sentence:
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Proposed system evaluation
To evaluate the quality of summary texts, novel ROUGE criteria are proposed and used in many text summarization approaches [9, 40] . Summary evaluation criteria have different parameters according to evaluation methods. In most evaluation approaches, the results are compared to human produced summaries, or artificial intelligence algorithms like supervised learning methods [35] . ROUGE_L and ROUGE_N are two important criteria used in this study. ROUGE_N, compares the number of n_grams of machine summarized and expert summarized text. ROUGE_L, compares the highest common sub-sequences common sentences of machine summarized and expert summarized text. Based on ROUGE_L, the higher common sub-sequences machine summarized and expert summarized text, the summary text has a higher accuracy. ROUGE_N is calculated by (7):
Where n stands for the length of the n-gram, count_match (gram) is the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a candidate summary and S is set of expert summaries. Count (n-gram) is the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a reference summary and expert summaries. ROUGE_L is calculated by (8) :
R LCS and P LCS values are obtained by (9) and (10) 
B. Experimental results
This section is concerned with the experimental results. To evaluate the proposed method, the output system is compared to human generated summaries. In order to examine the method, ten different lengths Hans Christian Anderson's stories have been selected. For the purpose of analysis, ten summaries were created by various experts for each story. In all different expert summaries, the number of each sentence repetitions in all ten summaries is calculated. Then the sentences with the most repetition are put into a new summary named reference summary. The generated reference summaries contain more repetitive sentences in ten expert summaries, accordance with the percentage of the requested summary (in our propose method 50%). To compare proposed method and expert summaries, the number of their common sentences was considered and compared with reference summary.
The results of applied algorithm on one of stories are presented in table 1. The selected story has 192 sentences and 4506 words. The summary length is 96 sentences with words number depending on selected sentences. Table 1 compares the results obtained from preliminary analysis of Q-Networks approach and our proposed model. In this analysis, at first, the number and percentage of common sentences in expert created and reference summary are calculated. Then the algorithm extract the number and percentage of common sentences in expert created and Q-Networks method summary and finally the method obtained the number and percentage of common sentences in expert created and our proposed method summary. Table 1 Shows the results obtained from the preliminary analysis of proposed algorithm results and QNetworks model on one of the summarized stories and 2.49% optimization in the summary generated in long texts. Table columns are presented the following details: A-Ten different sample expert summaries. B-The percentage of common sentences in expert created and reference summary.
C-The percentage of common sentences in expert created and Q-Networks method summary.
D-The percentage of common sentences in expert created and our proposed method summary. A-Selected documents. B-The number of sentences of each document. C-The number of sentences of each reference summary. D-Common sentences of reference summary and Q_Network method. E-The percentage of common sentences in reference summary and Q-Networks method summary. F-Common sentences of reference summary and proposed method. G-The percentage of common sentences reference summary and our proposed method summary. Fig. 4 compares the results obtained from the analysis of ten reference summaries on our proposed and QNetworks method. From the chart, it can be seen that proposed method provides an optimal response to texts with high number of sentences (short 45 sentences documents to long 260 sentences documents). 
VI. CONCLUSION
Generating coherence summaries and including much more original input text information are the most important goals of all proposed text summarization approaches. Therefore, all researchers try to produce more compact summaries and full coverage information. The present study is designed a single document extractive text summarization to extract prominent sentences. The study has gone some way towards maximizing two properties of conceptual coherence and variation in the subject matter of the sentences. Therefore, according to output capacity, sentence important degree and non-overlapping, the most important sentences are selected and put in the summarized set. In this approach, firstly, sentences are converted into matrices using generated vectors of word2vec algorithm. Then, using statistical method and most likely n-grams, the matrices are normalized. Consequently, instead of comparing and choosing outstanding sentences semantically, the matrices are statistically compared and the most appropriate sentences are extracted. The findings of this study make several optimizations such as non-dependency on document field, subject, language, not engaging with words semantic meanings and sentences, simplicity and high speed algorithm, and much more coherence summaries. The result of mentioned method shows more optimal results on long documents. Other optimizations of this study is including important information of input text, summary with no unnecessary and extra information, and having coherence and thematic relation in consecutive sentences. The experimental results show that the proposed method has more coherent summary and closer to human generated samples, and simple methodology comparing to entitybased and graph-based methods.
